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At the end of Coming Through Slaughter, Michael Ondaatje acknowledges his

indebtedness to a number of historical source texts. The varying ways in which he has

adapted this historical material provide the basis for the claim that Coming Through

Slaughter is, in many ways, a iazz composition. "Composing a Jazz Text:

Appropriation in Coming Through Slaughter" considers how Ondaatje's novel is

written in a style akin, in literary terms, to the composition of jazz music. The three

key elements in jazz are swing, improvisation, and syncopation. In his treatment of

the mate¡ial appropriated from the source texts, Ondaatje uses literary equivalents to

these three elements.

The first chapüer of this essay outlines critical theory on intertextuality,

specifically that which relates to Ondaatje's employment of appropriated material.

This essay, in its emphasis upon using sources, rejects all critical claims that diminish

the role of the author in the creation of a text. It resists the New Critics' position that

a literary work can be interpreted without external reference or knowledge. It also

resists the reader-response theories of Roland Barthes, who claims that in any text

only language speaks, not the author. Likewise unfitting is Michael Riffaterre's

extreme theory of intertextuality which argues that an author becomes irrelevant to the

text once it has been written. These theories are unsatisfactory, because they

ultimately deny origins--in source texts and in authors. And origins are important to

an understanding of Ondaatje's work, particularly to seeing how he takes over and

puts to new use other texts.

Abstract



Critical theory conducive to an understanding of Ondaatje's novel is found in the

writings of Owen Miller and Linda Hutcheon. Miller lays out a theory of

intertextuality that embraces authorial intentional. Hutcheon claims that intertextualify

is a form of modern parody, and she also calls for a theory that incorporates autho¡ial

purpose.

The body of this essay examines Ondaatje's appropriation from the perspective

of the jazz te*hniques of swing, improvisation, and syncopation.In jazz, swing is a

technique for interpreting rhythm. The harmonic progression or base is the skeletal

structure of the music. The interpretation (the swing) comes in the form of notes that

jazz musicians play as they move around and within this base. Applying this concept

to Coming Through Slaughter, we can see that the "harmonic bases" a¡e the historical

facts which support the novel, and the interpretation comes from Ondaatje's

imaginative rendition of this information. By adding fiction to fact, Ondaatje "swings"

his source material and transforms it into his own creation.

Improvisation in jazz can be mere repetition of notes with only süght alterations,

or it can range far and wide from the original music. Ondaatje uses both techniques in

appropriating source material he bends to his own purpose.

Syncopationin jazz is a technique for creating rhythmic tension through the

displacement of regular beats in the music. Ondaatje manufactures this tension when

he displaces his novel's straight storyline by placing unusual emphasis on insignificant

facts, minor events, and minor historical characters.

Ondaatje clearly indicates his "intentionality" in the "Acknowledgements"

appearing at the end of the novel. tr{ere he says, tellingly, of his extensive borrowing



from historical sources that "[t]here have been some date changes, some characters

brought together, and some facts have been expanded . . . to suit the truth of fiction."
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Michael Ondaatje's novel Coming Through Slaughter is based on the life of iazz

cornet player Buddy Bolden. There is a certain poignancy in that this novel, about

New Orleans jazzmen and their times, should be written in a style which, I will argue

here, is remarkably similar in literary terms to the playing of jazz music. According

to the New Grove Dictionary of Jazz, three key elements in the creation of iazz are

swing, improvisation, and syncopation (580-606). All of these elements run through

the composition which is Ondaatje's text.

Ondaatje explains in the list of "Acknowledgements" accompanying the novel

that '[w]hile I have used real names and characters and historical situations. . . .

[t]here have been some date changes, some characters brought together, and some

facts have been expanded . . . to suit the truth of fiction. "r Also in the

"Acknowledgements," Ondaatje cites four "historical," "social," and "inspiration[a1]"

sources for his novel: "New Orleans Music" \n Jazzmen, by William Russell and

Stephen Smith; Jazz Masters of New Orleans, by Martin Williams; Storyville. New

Orleans, by Al Rose; E. J. Bellocq: Storyville Portraits, edited by John Szarkowski

(CTS 157). A reading of these four texts reveals that substantial information from

them appears both implicitly and explicitly in Ondaatje's account of Buddy Bolden's

life, an account written in the style and spirit of jazz.

It will be my pu{pose, later, to trace these lines, but for the moment I want to

establish a point crucial to the relationship between host text and source text--one that

Introduction



addresses acts of appropriation. Much modern literary criticism tends to minimize the

role that the author plays in the creation of a text: in musical terms, the composer has

been severed from the composition. Before delving deeper into Ondaatje's jazz style

of textual appropriation, then, I will consider some different views of authorship as

they might relate to Ondaatje's novel, beginning with New Criticism and reader-

response theories.

New Critics tend to focus more on the structure of a particular work than on

either the personality and pu{pose of the artist who created it or the reactions of the

person who reads it @reminger 567-8). New Criticism undertakes to purify literary

criticism by disassociating it from moralizing--claiming that art is neither good nor

bad, it is simpty art. New Critics argue for total coherence, or "autonomy," in

writing. A work can be read objectively and accurately in light of its actual structure

or form; it is interpreted without any external reference or knowledge (as in the

concept of paradox developed in Cleanth Brooks' "The 'Well Wrought Urn"). The

New Critics created a formalism that looks upon a literary work as f,rxed, with content

that can be examined more or less directly.

Reader-response theories also dispense with the author but, unlike the New

Criticism, they question the importance of the text itself. Roland Barthes' "The Death

of the Author" claims, in essence, that no text is original. Reading any text is to put

oneself in a position of experiencing the "deja lu' (already read): "the text is a fabric

of quotations, resulting from a thousand sources of culture" (The Rustle of I-anguage

53). Barthes discredits the writer's practices of imitation and translation by rejecting
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any suggestion of authorial intentionality:

the writer can only imitaæ an ever anterior, never original gesture; his sole

power is to mingle writings, to counter some by others, so as never to rely on

just one; if he seeks to express himself, at least he knows that the anterior

"thing" he claims to "translate" is itself no more than a ready-made lexicon,

whose words can be explained only through other words . . . @$e 53)

Barthes allows for no "subjectivity" within the text; for him only language speaks,

never an author. By denying the writer authority or intentionality over a work,

Barthes rejects the romantic notion of an Author-God through which the ultimate

meaning of the text is to be understood. In Barthes' ú*ry, a work cannot be

explained by 'discovering' the author, because for Barthes an author is merely a

'scriptor,' existing only at the time of writing; he is "borne by a pure gesture of

inscription" (Rustle 52). Barthes shifts the focus of critical theory away from the

writer and towards the reader. So, by the end of Barthes' "The Death of the Author,"

there is no author at all, only the reader who becomes the "site where . . .

multiplicity is collected" (Rustle 54).

Michael Riffaterre's theory of intertextuality is an even more extreme extension

of Barthes' approach. Riffaterre argues that intertext is neither imitation nor

influence, but rather "the corpus of texts the reader may legitimately connect with the

one before his eyes, that is, ttre texts brought to mind by what he is reading"

("Syllepsis" 626). As Riffaterre states in "Intertextual Representation: On Mimesis as

Interpretive Discourse, "



[i]ntertextuality is not a felicitous surplus, the privilege of a good memory or a

classical education. The term indeed refers to an operation of the reader's mind,

but it is an obligatory one, necessary to any textual decoding. Intertextuality

necessarily complements our experience of textuality. It is the perception that

our reading of the text cannot be complete or satisfactory without going through

the intertext, that the text dæs not signify unless as a function of a

complementary or contradictory intertextual homologue. (142)

It is apparent that for Riffaterre the "intertextual dialogue" is between readers, their

experiences, and the texts. An author becomes irrelevant to the text once it has been

written.

For a text such as Michael Ondaatje's Coming Through Slaughter, these two

approaches--New Criticism and reader-response theory--are unsatisfactory because

both ultimately deny origins, and origins are important to the understanding--at least

to my understanding--of Ondaatje's work. Ondaatje believes this so strongly that in

the "Acknowledgements" for his novel he even provides the reader with the sources

upon which much of his work is based. For this reason assassinating Ondaade as

author may be neither fe¿sible nor wise. By encouraging the reader to go back to the

sources, directing and authorizing the reader to locate the information that reappears'

however altered, in Coming Through Slaughter, Ondaa$e is asserting origin rather

than denying it. His disclosure of original source material must not be construed as a

device meant to satisfy the criteria for Riffaterre's teader-response theory. However,

Ondaatje's sources--obscure books by equally obscure writers--are not in the literary
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canon, and do not, by common reckoning, belong to any "literary" genre. Obviously,

for Ondaatje to expect the reader to recognize any intertext between his source texts

and Coming Through Slaughter would be an inordinate demand.

I reject the arguments expressed by both the New Critics and the reader-

response theorists as being too extreme in their reduction of the role of the author. I

believe there is some degree of authorial intentionality involved in the writing

process,t and I now want to turn towards more moderate views about authorship

which will be more congenial to my interests here. I will look to Owen Miller and

Linda Hutcheon, who offer approaches to intertextuality that are less radical than

those enunciated by either the New Critics or the reader-response theorists. Both

Miller and Hutcheon provide direction in studying Ondaatje's style of textual

appropriation, his borrowing of material from outside sources.

Miller develops a theory of intertextuality that incorporates intentionality on the

basis of citations in the text. In "Intertextual ldentity' he points out that the purpose

of source-influence studies of intertextuality is to estabtsh a relationship between

specific texts. If the source is acknowledged, these studies commonly take the form of

a demonstration to show the extent of the 'debt.' If the source or influence is not

acknowledged, then a deliberate link between the texts must be proved (Miller 26).

Demonstrating authorial intentionality can eliminate any possibility that one text's link

with another is the product only of the reader's immediate engagement (Miller 26).

Miller suggests that once authorial intentionality has been substantiated, it is necessary

to establish differences between the source text and the new text. In Miller's



reckoning, the originality of the "influenced" author must be established in order to

re-establish the integrity of the influenced text. Once the elements have been

shown to have been intentionally 'borrowed,' they must also be shown to have

been successfully 'appropriated' by the fæused text so that it functions as a new

organic whole, independent of prior associations. (Miller 27)

In other words, once the independence of the new text has been determined, new

ownership must be established.

Miller also discusses what he terms "obligatory intertextuality' (Miller 30),

which imposes constraints on the connections that the reader makes in his choice of

source texts. Contrary to Barthes, who speaks of infinite intertext, Miller stresses that

it is essential for readers to identify specific connections. He says that what "signals

the intertext as well as specifying it, is the notion of a trace discernible in the focused

text, which testifies to the former's actual or potential existence without its being

necessarily identifiable immediately" (Miller 31). IVhen this trace cannot be resolved

at the intratextual level the reader can be left with an unresolved interpretation of the

text.

Hutcheon's A Theory of Parody, an analysis of parody in twentieth-century art,

also addresses intertextuality in a revealing way. Hutcheon too argues for recognition

of the producer of art, but, looking beyond such source and influence studies as

Miller's, she claims that intertextuality is a form of modern parody. Hutcheon

redefines the term "parody" based upon its manifestations in literature and art, freeing

it from conventional meanings. Hutcheon's definition is especially useful because it is



derived from art (as much as any criticism can be said to be derived from art) rather

than imposed on it. She compares the common meaning of the prefrx "para"--counter

or against--with its less familiar Greek meaning, "beside" Gten¡y-gf paro¿y 32). By

emphasizing the second meaning, Hutcheon establishes a new discursive space for

parody, one less limiting than the conventional definition. Modern parody, Hutcheon

argues, can suggest nan accotd or intimacy instead of a contrast" @eoryLlarodJ

32).It can range in intent--"from respectful admiration to biting ridicule" (Theory of

Parody 16). Farody can still be critical of previous works, then, but it can also treat

them respectfully. Hutcheon points out that parody's "counterpointed double-voicing

calls attention to the presence of both author and reader positions within the text and

to the manipulating power of some kind of 'authority"' (Iheory of-Barody 88).

More recently, in "Literary Borrowing...and Stealing: Plagiarism, Sources,

Influences, and Intertexts," Hutcheon examines contemporary theories of

intertextuality and calls for one that incorporates authorial intentionality.'As we have

seen in reader-response theory, discussions of intertextuality wind up focusing on the

reader, who is ultimately responsible for recognizing that there is an intertext,

whatever that may be. Hutcheon argues that making intertextuality exclusively a

function of the reading process means that two texts could share the same system of

words "without it being a question of influence--or plagiarism" (231). Hutcheon

points out the limitations of viewing the reader as what she calls the "site" of textual

appropriation, and suggests attributing some degree of intentionalify to the author.

Michael Ondaatje affirms his role in the creation of Coming Through Slaughter,



even as he acknowledges his indebtedness, through the novel's "Acknowledgements."

Here he informs the reader of where he found "[m]any pints of historical

information," "interesting social and historical information," and even "inspiration of

mood and character" (CTS 157). The inclusion of such information in the

"Acknowledgements" guides, even leads, the reader to texts that Ondaade himself

found essential to his story. His role as borrowing author, then, is integral to the

understanding of his text.

For my pulposes, approaching the intertext or textual appropriation in Coming

Through Slaughter along the lines laid down by Hutcheon and Miller should prove

productive. Although "source-influence" studies are limiting in scope, they are

beneficial when considering Ondaatje's work, because specific facts and anecdotes are

taken from the source texts and absorbed into his novel.

Now to return to my primary point, that Ondaatje's style of textual

appropriation--his intertextuality--is arguably similar to that of jazz composition. This

is a claim needing elaboration. In studying jazz music it is important to remember that

it is eclectic. It borrows from, or appropriates, every other musical structure it

encounters. Similarly, the novel is a hybrid form of writing--Ondaatje's particularly

so. Just as the novel draws from pre-existing literary genres, so early jazz, the music

of Buddy Bolden's days in New Orleans, drew its inspiration from work songs,

spirifuals, ragtime, marches, hymns, popular songs, operatic arias, waltzes, and the

blues.o Which is to say that without a prototype--a specific structure--there can be no

jazz. This circumstance was particularly true in Bolden's time when jazz music was



still very young, and it was common practice for jazz musicians to appropriate a

"standatd"--a popular tune or a song--and reconstruct it.

By analogous argument, Ondaatje's appropriation from source texts uses the

three elements from jazz that I mentioned at the outset: swing, improvisation, and

syncopation-all terms which, in keeping with the jazz spint,I will be using

throughout this paper.s When "jazzing" a standard, a musician breaks the original

music down into its simplest form and locates what musicians call the harmonic bases,

the skeletal structure that holds the standard together. Although the original composer

will have determined one way to develop these harmonic bases, there are various

ways of doing so. A jazz musician reduces the music to its essential strucfure and

then, by exploring these alternatives, reconstructs it and produces a distinct variation

on the original.

This practice is similar to Ondaatje's in Coming Through Slaughter. He draws

information from his source texts: Jazzmen; Jazz Masters of New Orleans; Storyville.

New Orleans; E. J. Bellocq: Storyville Portraits. He then builds a novel story about

Buddy Bolden, based on material which can be traced back to these sources. So

Ondaatje, jazz-author, selects essential information to redevelop a story which echoes

his sources, yet is distinct from them.

Jazz is built around swing, which is a technique for interpreting rhythm. The

harmonic bases are the bare bones of the music, and the interpretation is provided by

the notes which the musicians play as they move around and within those bases. For

me, the harmonic bases in Ondaatje's novel are the historical facts--the "thin sheaf of



information' (gTS 134)--about Bolden and his world that Ondaatje has taken from the

original source material. The interpretation comes from Ondaatje's imaginative

rendition of this information. By adding fiction to 'fact,' Ondaatje "swings" his source

material and turns it into his own creation.

Improvisationin jazz can be mere repetition with the addition of a few colourful

phrases, or it can range far and wide from the original music. Ondaatje uses both of

these techniques in his appropriation of source material. His borrowing is similar to

that of a jazz musician who ftansforms material for his own purpose.

Syncopation is a jazz tæhnique for creating rhythmic tension through the

displacement of regular beats and accents in the music. In Coming Through

Slaughter, Ondaatje creates a similar kind of tension through his use of names, lists,

anecdotes, and other materials culled from the original sources. The novel's straight

storyline (which makes up the "regular beats") is displaced from time to time by

unorthodox typography, unusual emphasis on insignificant facts, manipulation of

quotation marks, and surprising stress on minor events and minor historical

characters. All of these seeming aberrations work together to make Ondaatje's novel

ring true to the offbeat world of Buddy Bolden.

So, although swing, improvisation, and syncopation are terms associated with

jazz composition, they can be applied fruitfully to Ondaade's writing. The following

chapters explore this application in greater detail.
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Variations in the placing of historical facts in a fictional context

in Coming Through Slaushter.

As I stated earlier, swing is one of the significant characterislcs of jazz music.

While there is no single set of criteria to measure or describe swing, the New Grove

Dictionary of Jazz defines it as "primarily a rhythmic phenomenon, resulting from the

conflict between a fixed pulse and the wide variety of actual durations and accents

that a jazz prtormer plays against that pulse" (508). To put this simply, "flxed pulse"

in the New Grove Dictionary of Jazz is much like the harmonic bases of the standard

music; both are constånts. The harmonic bases are chords which form the basis for

the music. To avoid confusion, I will use only the term "harmonic bases" when

describing this concept in the remainder of this essay. The "wide variety of actual

durations and accents" in the New Grove Dictionary of Jazz is comparable to what, in

transforming musical terms to literary pulposes, I am calling the "interpretation,"

which is created through the various chords that a musician chooses in moving around

and within the harmonic bases.

In applying jazz terminology to literature, one must keep in mind that, as I

mentioned earlier, there is no general consensus even within the musical community

on the exact definition of swing. It is prudent to quote Mark Gridley on that

uncertainty. In Jazz Styles, Gridley points out that "it is important to recognize that

listeners disagree about whether a performance swings at all and, if so, how much"

Chapter One
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(18). Gridley goes on to say that "there are different types of swing, also. For

example, Basie swings differently from Miles Davis; Ellington swings differently

from Basie, even though he was from ttre same era" (18). This ambiguity about swing

within the musical world is bound to affect my argument about Ondaatje's

appropriation. Nevertheless, relying on the definitions of swing I have found, I will

attempt to show that there is an analogy between swing and Ondaatje's movement of

information from his source texts to his own novel.

In Coming Through Slaughter, Ondaatje includes factual information and

characters already documented in history. This material provides the harmonic bases

for the text. As Naomi Jacobs points out, Coming Through Slaughter "clearly and

immediately establishes that it deals with a real person. The first page of the novel is

the picture of the Bolden band. . . . The first section of the book describes 'his

geography' as it appeals today" ("New Fiction Biographies" 8). This point is

fundamental when analyzing Ondaatje's novel. Ondaatje cites, and leads us to, his

sources: Storyville, New Orleans;Iazzmen; Jazz Masters of New Orleans; E.J.

Bellocq: Storyville Portraits (qTS 157). By citing these books Ondaatje openly

acknowledges his debt to them. Further, he gives his readers the opportunity--if not

the responsibility--to retum to these sources and examine various aspects of Bolden's

historical past.

He certainly invites us to hear a play of voices, a strategy we are starting to

develop as readers, in ways in which Mikhail Bakhtin has instructed us. In The

Dialogic Imagination, Bakhtin comments on the separate roles of the original writer

12



and the parodic artist. Bakhtin says the original writer, as much as we can conceive of

such a figure, acts solely within a referential mode, dealing only within himself. The

parodic writer, on the other hand, is completely different, as s/he brings into play

other voices. Such a consciousness

is oriented toward the object--but toward another's word as well, a parodied

word about the object that in the process becomes itself an image. I-anguage is

transformed from the absolute dogma it had been within the nar¡ow framework

of a sealed-off and impermeable monoglossia into a working hypothesis for

comprehending and expressing reality. (Ðiaþgig-I!0êgina][þn 61)

If this argument were to be extended to music, it would describe something like jazz.

When "jazzing" a standard, a musician must maintain its essential structure in order

for the new version to be recognized as an interpretation of the original. Here we can

see the parallels between the jaaz musician, who plays off and around such a

structure, and the Bakhtinian "parodic-travestying consciousness." Similarly, this

approach to "jazzing" a standard can be compared to what Ondaatje has done in his

fictional biography of Buddy Bolden. Although there are no set rules on how Ondaatje

must tell his story for it to be recognized as an account of Bolden's life, he--like the

jazz musician--must return to the supposed facts, the prior entries, the "thin sheaf of

information" (eTS 134) located in the cited sources. This information constitutes the

"harmonic bases" of Coming Through Slaughter.

We must keep in mind, in dealing with what we ordinarily call historical

information, that "stray facts, manic theories, and well-told lies" GTS 24) accumulate

t3



over time. This point becomes apparent when we look at Ondaatje's source texts.

Among those bæks with information about Bolden, both Jazz Masters of New

Orleans and Jazzmen provide details about the leading figures in early jazz music;

Storyville, New Orleans concerns itself more with the city's red-light district.

Although the books' contents overlap--this is particularly true of the two musically

oriented texts--they contain minor variations about the details of Bolden's life. For

example, fwo of the sources state that Bolden, the jazz musician, also worked as a

barber. In Jazz Masters of New Orleans, he is simply "a local barber" (2); in

Iazzmen, he is "the barber of Franklin Streetn (10). Ondaatje's use of this fact

occasions the frst appearance in the novel of what I describe as swing.

Early in the novel, in a section titled "His geography," Ondaade takes us down a

street in New Orleans where we "[flloat by . . . and see the corner shops . . . which

he lived opposite" (CTS 8). Ondaatje grounds his narrative in historical time and

space, yet it is presented in a way which Hutcheon would describe as having "its own

reality' (Theory of Parody 31). This time and space is clearly not the readers', as that

position has been 'obliterated"--"muted" according to Ondaatje (CTS 8)--so we cannot

see it as it once was. However, only two pages later, Ondaatje introduces his main

character in this way: "N. Joseph's Shaving Parlor, the barber shop where Buddy

Bolden worked" (CTS 10). This is a precise and concrete statement about a historical

figure, yet it is or seems to be totally Ondaatje's invention; none of the sources that

he cites for his novel mention the name of any barber shop where Bolden might have

worked. By giving a name and a location to Bolden's place of work, Ondaatje has

t4



started to give substance to his fictional composition. As Sam Solecki points out in

"Making and Destroying: Coming Through Slaughter and Extremist.Art," Ondaatje

has "placed the reader within the mental and physical geography of Buddy Bolden"

(Soider Blues 256).

Besides functioning as a harmonic base in Coming Through Slaughter, the

barber shop becomes a site for learning more about Ondaatje's Bolden. We see him

working, drinking, and sharing stories with his customers and other regulars (12),

offering "bizarre advice just to see what would happen" (a2). His job provides him

with the opportunity to talk with friends, giving the photographer Bellocq "free

haircuts at Joseph's when there was no one there to disturb their talking' (CTS 53).

He and Tom Pickett talk about the latter's pimping, as they "always did" (CTS 72)

when Bolden cut his hair. N. Joseph's Shaving Parlor also offers a sense of security,

since "[c]lose friends who needed cuts and shaves would come" there (CTS 12).

Bolden later finds a similar environment at Shell Beach, where, in an emotional

crisis, he enters "a crowded barber shop and sat there comfortable' (CTS 40).

Ondaatje shows us that the barber shop is a part of Bolden's life, one that the

barber-jazzman carries with him all the time:

I blow my nose every hour to get the hair-flecks out of it. I cough them up f,rrst

thing in the morning. I spit out the black fragments onto the pavement. . . . I

find pieces all over my clothes and even in my underwear. I go through the

evenings with the smell of shaving soap up to my elbows. It is there in my

f,rngers as I play. GTS 47-8)
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The shaving parlour even finds its way into Bolden's music: when playing, he would

"dive into the stories found in the barber shop' GTS 43). In the novel, then, the fact

that Bolden was a barber becomes a point of departure rather than an end in itself for

Ondaatje. Through the use of fictionalized detatl, the author "interprets" the fact (the

harmonic base) of Bolden's occupation. Such detail is no longer disassociated from

Bolden's life; it has become integral part of his existence.

Ondaatje uses the jazz technique of swing in a similar fashion in his

appropriation of the facts about Bolden's paper, Thc Crickef. Russell and Smith's

Jazzmen tells us that "[i]n addition to running his barber shop, he [Buddy Bolden]

edited and published Thß Cricket, a scandal sheet as full of gossip as New Orleans

had always been of comrption and vice." Here we also learn that "Buddy was able to

scoop the field with the stories brought in by his friend, a 'spider' also employed by

the New Orleans police" (11). Martin Williams' Jazz Masters of New Orleans

supplies similar information. Bolden was "publisher of a little gossip shent called The

Cricket," where he "exposed scandal. (His main method for obtaining his news was

simplicity itself: a friend who was a paid police informer also informed The Crickct)"

(2). In Coming Through Slaughter also, Bolden figures as publisher and editor of a

paper named The Cricket. Ondaatje even retains the term 'spider,' the name given in

the sources for Bolden's informant. Th¿ Cricket of Coming Through Slaughter

though, unlike its namesake in the sources, is personified; in Ondaatje's novel it

becomes an agent seemingly moved by will and purpose. Ondaatje's The Cricket

"took in and publishe.d all the information Bolden could find" (CTS 24). Also, "[i]t
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respected stray facts, manic theories, and well-told lies," and "studied broken

marriages, gossip about jazzmen" (CTS 24). While The Cricker in Ondaatje's novel is

inspired by the "scandal sheet' of the sources, it acquires human qualities in the

transition from source text to influenced text; thus it functions as a new, organic

whole, independent of the original.

To demonstrate further the extent of Ondaatje's swing--the interpretation of

historical facts through the addition of fictionalized details--I would like to consider

the sentence "Bolden played nearly everything in B-Flat' (CTS 18). This statement

comes almost directly from Jazzmen, where it appears in the description of the

Bolden Band:

[i]t was usually a small bunch of from five to seven men. Buddy used William

Warner or Frank Iæwis, or sometimes both, on clarinet. V/arner had a C

clarinet, while l-ewis played the usual F Flat instrument. Willy Cornish . . .

played a piston (valve) trombone. . . . Bolden, as a rule, played everything in

the key of B Flat. The rhythm section . . . consisted of Jeff Mumford, guitar,

James Johnson, bass, and drummer Cornelius Tillman, or McMurry with his old

single-head drums. (lazznen 14)

The swing occurs when Ondaatje drops this straightforward explanation into a totally

new context. In the above excerpt, the reference to Bolden does not attract attention

to itself. In Ondaatje's new context, though, it becomes conspicuous, because it is set

apart from t}te surrounding text. It consists of a single sentence, which is the last on a

seven-line pâge, and sits detached, about a half inch below the preceding paragraph.
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Through brevity and placement, Ondaatje draws special attention to Bolden's B-flat

cornet playing. The effort Ondaatje makes to draw attention to the tuning of Bolden's

cornet arouses the curiosity of the reader and gives the entry a special hearing.

In "Intertextual ldentity," Otrven Miller argues that the notion of trace indicates

intertext and testifies to a source's "actual or potential existence" (Miller 3L), even if

the residue is not necessarily identifiable immediately. Such a transaction occurs in

Coming Through Slaughter with the reference to the key of B-flat. There is nothing in

the novel that specifically calls for the sentence "Bolden played nearly everything in

B-Flat. " Its placement and its purpose cannot be understood, or at least fully

appreciated, on the intratextual level, and the reader is forced to look beyond the text.

The interquotation provides an intentional clue to intertextuality, making us question

where Ondaatje is getting his information, and how much of it is true.

The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz explains that the conflict between the fixed

pulse and the actual notes that the performer plays does not itself necessarily produce

swing, and that other techniques, such as "the forwa¡d propulsion imparted to each

note by a jazz player," combined with "the proper rhythmic placement of each note,"

produce swing in more diverse ways (New Grove 508). Similarly, in Coming

Through Slaughter, Ondaatje uses other techniques to produce a swingJike effect. For

example, he adds "forward propulsion" to his novel through his use of the "only .

photograph that exists today of Bolden and the band" GTS 66). The photograph in

the sources is simply a group shot of the band, but when re-located in Ondaatje's text

it becomes instrumental to the story. A source text clearly indicates that the
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photograph came from Willy Cornish--the caption reads "photo from V/illy Cornish"

(laø;znen 33). In his "Acknowledgements," Ondaatje states: "[t]he photograph of

Bolden's band originally belonged to Willy Cornish, is now in the Ramsey Archive,

and is reprinted with permission from Fredric Ramsey jnr" (CTS. 157). Yet in the text

of Coming Through Slaughter we read that Cornish 'didn't have one [a photograph]

though he said a picture had been taken" (CTS 50). Ondaatje's Cornish refers the

detective Webb to Bellocq, who does have the photograph. These discrepancies

provide an interesting catch. It is through the photograph that Ondaatje brings the

characters of Bolden and Bellocq together, a connection that probably never existed in

reality. Obviously Ondaatje has appropriated the photograph from his sources and

used it to his own pu{pose in his text. Another example of swing.

This point brings us to the figure of Ernest Bellocq, the only major historical

figure in the novel other than Bolden. For the most part, the factual information about

Beltocq that appears in the novel can be traced back to E. J. Bellocq: Storyville

Portraits, a collection of Bellocq's photographs accompanied by a compilation of

interviews with people familiar with the photographer. In her book The Other Side of

Dailiness, critic Lorraine York mentions some parallels between Coming Through

Slaughter and E. J. Bellocq: Storyville Portraits. I would go further and note that

Ondaatje has taken a considerable amount of information from Storyville Portraits and

absorbed it into his own text. For instance, in this source we learn that "nobody

seems to really know Bellocq" $tpgrydþportdtg 9), and that "he had been razzed

so much in his life that he just didn't have any trust in people left" (Sloên¿illc
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Portraits 10). In Coming Through Slaughter, Ondaatje assigns to Webb the remark

that "Bellocq seemed paralysed by suspicions. He had let Buddy so close" GTS 56).

Bellocq's misanthropy is just one exÍrmple of how his characterization remains

constant--a base in my musical terms--in the transition from source to novel.

Storyville, New Orleans describes Bellocq as "a grotesque hydrocephalic" who

trvas "a familiar figure in Storyville during the years 1910?-?16. Only a few of his

many Storyville pictures survive--eighty-nine glass plates" (Storyville. New Orleans

59). Similarly, in Coming Through Slaughter our initial introduction to Bellocq comes

with these more clipped words: "The photographs of Bellocq. HYDROCEPHALIC.

89 glass plates survive" (CTS 54). Thus, the description of Bellocq's hydrocephalic

condition and the fact that eighty-nine photographic plates survived him remain

unchanged in the move from the original text to the novel--another harmonic base in

Ondaatje's work.

Also, the information regarding Bellocq's profession is unaltered from source

text to host text. In Coming Through Slaughter, Bellocq "worked with a team of

photographers for the Foundation Company--a shipbuilding firm," a group which

"photographed sections of boats" (CTS 56). This same information can be traced back

to a discussion in Storyville Portraits:

JOHNNY: It was right after the ^A.rmistice I met him, at the Foundation

Company. That was a shipbuilding company. . . . ,{nd Bellocq was the

photographer for the company" (Stogryi1lç Portrails 11).

V/e also learn from "Johnny" that Bellocq photographed '[p]arts of boats and parts of
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machinery' Gtgqryi!þ iartraits 11). Likewise, the description of Bellocq's Chinatown

photographs in both Ondaatje's work and in the original text are virtually identical. In

Storyville Portraits we find the following passage:

DAN: Another thing Bellocq did, he photographed Chinatown here in New

Orleans. Chinatown was between Basin and Rampart and between Tulane and

Canal, a whole square there, maybe trvo squares or a square and a half. Nothing

but Chinese, and Bellocq got in there; I don't know how he did it but he got

inside the opium dens and he photographed them where they're laying and

smoking opium.

JOE: Yes, it was strictly Chinatown there, and his photographs showed me what

I didn't know even though I was living here. He showed the inside, with the

lacquer woodwork opium things like berths in a train, one on top of another.

(14)

This same information is presented in Coming Through Slaughter through Bolden,

who remembers that

Bellocq had been there photographing the opium dens, each scene packed with

bunks that had been removed from sleeping compartments of abandoned trains,

his pictures full of grey light which must have been the yellow shining off the

lacquered woodwork Two squares between Basin and Rampart and

between Tulane and Canal through which Bellocq had moved, never lost, and

taken his photographs. (117¡

Since Bellocq's Chinatown photographs have never been found (Storyville Portraits
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l4), it is possible that they never existed. Yet Ondaatje certainly accepts their

existence as a fact, just as he accepts, and incorporates into his own work, many

other facts about Bellocq from Stor"wille Portraits. The harmonic base in this

example, though, is the Chinatown photographs. Ondaatje swings them into the world

of his novel through Bolden's recollections. The interpretation, Ondaatje's invention,

comes from his supposition that 'Bolden had probably been there before, with him

[Bellocq]" (CTS 117) on his visits to Chinatown. By suggesting that Bolden

accompanied Bellocq to Chinatown, Ondaatje reinforces the legend of the Chinatown

ohotosraohs as found in Storwille Portraits.

Both in the original sources and in Ondaatje's novel, Bellocq is renowned for a

collection of his photographs called "Storyville Portraits"--photos of red-light district

whores. In Storyville, New Orleans, author Al Rose explains that "Bellocq exhibited a

sensibility, a feeling for his subjects, that forbade treating them as mere objects and

that elevated his photographs to the level of art' (60). Rose further remarks that

"there is no denying the rapport that obviously existed between Bellocq and the

women in his pictures" (Storyville. New Orleans 60). These statements can be

supported by information from the interview with Adele, one of the women in the

photographs, in Szarkowski's E. J. Bellocq: Storyville Portraits. Parts of the

conversation go as follows:

AL: Did Bellocq ever make any dirty pictures?

ADELE: I don't believe, anyway not around here.

And then:
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ADELE:I don't know if he ever wanted to do nothing but look, but I know he

done a few months in the ice house, so you can't tell. He always behave polite.

GIsryile Portrails 15)

In Coming Through Slaughter, Ondaatje makes no reference to anyone named Adele,

but he obviously agrees with her sentiments about Bellocq's modest behaviour. This

dimension to Bellocq's character in the novel is in agreement with what we know of

him from the source texts. This is another example of a harmonic base which

Ondaatje swings into his novel. The interpretation comes in the form of Ondaatje's

graphic depiction of Bellocq's propriety: "[s]he now offering grotesque poses for an

extra dollar and Bellocq grim and quiet saying No, just stand there against the wall . .

. no keep the petticoat on this time" (CTS 54). Later Ondaatje tells us that Bellocq

was "too much of a gentleman to make them pose holding or sucking his cock" (CTS

55). It is fairly well documented (in Storyville Portraits as well as Storyville. New

Orleans 60), then, that Bellocq was not interested in pornographic pictures of the

girls; this fact is maintained in Ondaatje's characteriz.ation of the phoûographer.

I would also like to note that in his appropriation from Storyville Portraits

Ondaatje has retained Bellocq's habit of always carrying a camera. One of the people

interviewed comments that Bellocq 'had a Bantam Special, which he was always

running around with. That was on him day and night" (Storyville Portraits 17). This

point is made again at the end of the interview:

LEE: He carried his camera all the time even until the last.

JOE: Oh, he camied that Bantam Special. I'm positive he had that; I didn't see
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him, but I could almost bet that he had that Bantam Special on him when he fell.

Glp¡ryiIejPart&$s 18)

In the jazz sense, Ondaatje is "inspired" by these references to the camera, because in

Coming Through Slaughter, Bolden pulls Bellocq "up the steps, the camera strapped

across his back like a bow. He had seen it so often on his friend that whenever he

thought of him his body took on an outline which included the camera and the tripod'

(CTS I23). Here, Ondaatje's Bolden is similar to Storyville Portraits' Joe in

remembering Bellocq with his camera.

Finally, in studying Ondaatje's use of a swing-like technique in Coming Through

Slaughter, we need to understand that it is not only historical facts that he has

appropriated, but, in some instances, style as well. Storyville Portraits includes eleven

pages of a "discussion [that] never took place as printed" (6). Editor John Szarkowski

has taken excerpts from four recorded conversations and one letter and converted

them into a single group-interview. In Coming Through Slaughter, Ondaatje has

followed Szarkowski's example. He has taken "interesting" and "inspiration[a1]' (157)

material from his sources--information essential to his understanding of Bolden--and

used it as the skeleton for his novel.

Ondaatje's final statement in Coming Through Slaughter tells us "[t]here have

been some date changes, some characters brought together, and some facts have been

expanded or polished to suit the truth of fiction" GTS 168). This confession parallels

Szarkowski's statement in Storyville Portraits that the source material for his own

"interview" has been "heavily edited, intermixed, and changed in sequence" (6). In
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giving direction to his "interview," Szarkowski chose to include certain parts of the

original material and to omit others. Similarly, to give his novel a focus, Ondaatje

chooses to include and omit information from his sources. Once again we see

Ondaatje drawing on his source for a lead. He "swings" editor John Szarkowski's

style of writing--his "harmonic base"--into Coming Through Slaughter.

In the New Grove Dictionary of Jazz, beats and accents that a jazz performer

plays against the fixed pulse constitute the swing-like motion or forward propulsion.

The information about Bolden and Bellocq gathered into Ondaatje's text, the facts that

can be found or that can be substantiated in the source texts, are arguably similar to

the harmonic bases of a standard piece of music. For a jazz musician, completely

altering these bases would destroy the structure of the music. It follows that Ondaatje

cannot completely alter documented details if he wants to re-create a story concerning

the historical Buddy Bolden and Ernest Bellocq. If Ondaatje did not return to the

facts, or harmonic bases, the reader would no longer recognize the story. The reader

would lose the tune and the beat, and Ondaatje's story would become literary

dissonance. But, as Linda Hutcheon points out, "if the decoder does not notice, or

cannot identify an intended allusion or quotation, he or she will merely naturalize it,

adapting it to the context of the work as a whole" (e fteofv of parody 3+).

Musically speaking, even when the new version is mistaken for the original, and the

musician's deviation--his "reptition with a critical difference" (A Theory of Parod:r

31)--is lost, the derivative music will stand on its own. This situation is not what

Ondaatje wants, evidently, for in citing his sources at the end of his text, he invites
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the reader to læate the original information that reappears in Coming Through

Slaughter and to examine his version--to see, in other words, his repetition with a

difference.

As a "jazz-writer," Ondaatje is free to create his own story out of what he

receives as facts. Through swing he places these facts in a fresh context. The

resulting form is Ondaatje's expression of artistic freedom, the 'variety of actual

durations and accents" (New Grove 508) that he plays against the original harmonic

bases.
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Spontaneity, real and affected, in the manipulation of source

material to serve the "truth of fiction."

Improvisation is another jazz technique Ondaatje uses to orchestrate material

appropriated from his source texts. The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz briefly

summarizes improvisation as "[t]he spontaneous creation of music as it is performed"

and goes on to say that it can involve nthe immediate composition of an entire work

by its performers, or the elaboration or other va¡iation of an existing framework, or

anything in between" (554). In studying the similarities between Ondaatje's style of

textual appropriation and improvisation in jazz music, we must keep in mind the New

Grove Dictionary of Jazz's caution: "[t]he completely spontaneous creation of new

forms by means of free improvisation, independent of an existing framework, is rarer

in jazz than it might seÆm" (555).' The same can be said of Ondaatje's fiction in

Coming Through Slaughter. His creativify is not as spontaneous as it seems. Ondaatje

draws on his source texts which serve as fhe "existing framework" for the story, in a

pattern which means, I suggest, that he is ofæn affecting improvisation in his writing

rather than achieving it. His apparently free na¡rative style is deceptive. Unlike

Bolden's music, which Ondaatje depicts as moving from the jazzman's abdomen

through his mouth and out his cornet unrevised, "coarse and rough, immediate, daleÅ

in half an hour" GTS 43), Coming Through Slaughter is highly structured and full of

revisions. Unlike a true improviser, Ondaatje creates in print and, having the

Chapter Two
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opportunity, edits his work. He told Sam Solecki that "[w]hen I f,rnished the first

drafts of Billy and Slaughter they were twice as long or a third as long. So there's the

problem with tightening it, getting some reactions that are objective" (S@eS

326). Ondaade's writing, then, is subject to very deliberate reworking. As he said to

Solecki, "I'm always preoccupied over what should be left in and what should be left

out. I love restructuring things. Then later there's a stage where you just want to

make the book look as good as you can" (Spi¿er nlues 327). Ondaatje believes it is

the writer's responsibility to "'revise, improve the work as often as he can"' (Whiten

6). On the basis of these statements we have to admit that Ondaatje's improvisation,

because it lacks spontaneity in the final stages of his writing at least, is more apparent

than real. He can only affect improvisation in his writing, and he achieves the effect

through representation rather than actual expression.

Improvisation is, by nature, evanescent. So the study of it would present certain

obvious difficulties: how to examine what is unavailable? In recorded music the

difficulty arises because the improvisation is preserved on tape or disc, and can be

repeated by virtue of the technology. So observations about the music are usually the

result of numerous listenings to a performance Mrove 554). Similarly, in

Ondaatje's novel the improvisation is preserved in print, which is consistent with

every reading, and observations about his work are made after repeated examination

of the script. As Walter Ong points out, the printed text represents the author's words

"in definitive or 'final' form" (Orality and Literacy 1,32).It follows, then, that in a

sense my repeated readings of Coming Through Slaughter must detract from my
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appreciation of Ondaatje's improvisation skills. I have studied and analyzed the novel

rather than simply "experienced" it.

That Ondaatje's text operates, as evidently he hoped from the outset it would

operate, within the literary canon, and yet that his sources are obscure texts outside

the canon presents yet another problem. Since the sources are so unfamiliar,

Ondaatje's text could be mistaken, in jazz terms, for the "standard" rather than the

swing work. Such a misperception would arise when the reader fails to recognize

Ondaatje's intertext (or parody) for what it is--improvisations of phrases, ideas and

quotations from the outside texts that have been included in the novel. If we lack the

knowledge or competence to recognize the prior texts, we cannot appreciate

Ondaatje's deviation from them. In A Theory of Parody, Hutcheon says that if "the

desired response is a reaction to the recognition and interpretation of parody, then the

producer of the text must guide and control the understanding of the reader" (89).

Ondaatje's book satisfies Hutcheon's requirement with its "Acknowledgements,"

which guide us to his sources, allowing us to appreciate and understand better how he

has been influenced.

Keeping these difficulties in mind, I will attempt to show how Ondaatje has used

a technique related to jazz improvisation in his appropriation of material. According

to the New Grove Dictionary of Jazz there are three forms of improvisation:

formulaic, motivic, and paraphrasal. Formulaic improvisation is the "building of new

material from a diverse bdy of fragmentary ideas" and hence represents a collecting.

Motivic improvisation is "t}re building of new material through the development of a
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single fragmentary idea" (556), and therefore points to a dispersing in its generation.

Paraphrasal improvisation is the "ornamental variation of a theme or some part of it,

which remains recognizable" (556). In this final form the basic structure of the

original material remains relatively unchanged and, in fact, looks more toward

maintaining the given music. Since the subject matter of this paper is textual

appropriation, I will concentrate on the paraphrasal in Ondaatje's mix of received

material and almost purely fictional passages.

The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz points out that improvisation is crucial in

jazz, and that paraphrasing may be no more complex than the introduction of a few

ornamental flourishes into an "otherwise faithful repetition' of the original music

(557). Although it may seem strange to argue that a lengthy section of appropriated

material is improvised, I propose that Ondaade's use of the monologue of Dude

Botley (a fellow musician) is a simple form of paraphrase. 'When Ondaatje moves this

monologue from the original text into his novel, he changes very little of the wording.

The original version appears in Jazz Masters of New Orleans (13-14). (I will quote in

length from parts of this version and then from Ondaatje's novel to show their

similarities). In Jazz Masters of New Orleans we read:

nWhere are they now?" I say to myself. Then I hear Bolden's cornet. I look

through the crack and there he is, relaxed back in the chair, blowing that silver

cornet softly, just above a whisper, and I see he's got his hat over the be11 of the

horn. I put my ear close to the keyhole. I thought I had heard Bolden play the

blues before, and play the hymns at funerals, but what he is playing now is real
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strange and I listen carefully, because he's playing something that, for a while

sounds like the blues, then like a hymn. I cannot make out the fune, but after

awhile I catch on. He is mixing up the blues with the hymns. He plays the blues

real sad and the hymn sadder than the blues and then the blues sadder than the

hymn. That is the f,ust time I had ever hea¡d hymns and blues cooked up

together. A strange feeling comes over me; I get sort of scared because I know

the l-ord don't like that mixing the Devil's music with his music. . . . (13)

And this is what we find in Coming Through Slaughter Q have, disregarding ellipsis

and slight differences such as quotation marlis, highlighted the overlap for emphasis):

Where are they now I say to myself. Then I hear Bolden's cornet, verY quiet,

and I move across the street, closer. There he is, relaxed back in a chair

blowing that silver softly. just above a whisper and I see he's got the hat over

the bell of the horn ... Thought I knew his blues before, and the hymns at

funerals. but what he is playing now is real stlange and I listen careful for he's

playing something that sounds like both. I cannot make out the tune and then I

catch on. He's mixing them up. He's playing the blues and the hymn sadder

than the blues and then the blues sadder than the hymn. That is the first time I

ever heard hymns and blues cooked up together.

There's about three of us at the window now and a strange feeling

comes over me. I'm sort of scared because I kno

mixine the Devil's music with His music (80-81)

Ondaatje's version is only slightly altered from the original: the addition of the
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observers at the window; the moving of Dude Botley (away from the keyhole so that

he is no longer eavesdropping, but merely overhearing the music). These minor

modifications alter the event from an intentional into an accidental experience. This

passage, then, represents an extremely simple example of paraphrase, in which there

is close preservation of the original.

It is tempting, reading those passages side by side, to argue that, far from being

an example of innocent paraphrase, Ondaatje's work is an instance of flagrant

plagiarism. Yet Ondaatje does not try to hide his sources. On the contrary, in the

"Acknowledgements" he indicates that "Dude Botley's monologue appears in Martin

V/illiams' Jazz Masters of New Orleans and appears with permission of the

Macmillan Publishing Company" (CTS 157). Ondaatje has gone so far as to secure

copyright permission for use of the material, a formal recognition that he has

borrowed it. Also, in the novel the monologue is set off from the text in quotation

marks, indicating to the reader that interquotation is occurring (only two of the three

paragraphs within the quotation marks are from Jazz Masters of New Orleans-{he

f,rst paragraph is entirely Ondaatje's creation, a point I will approach later).

Ondaatje is not always consistent or overt in demonstrating his borrowing from

the original sources, however. For example, in the novel we first meet Botley as he

reminisces about Lincoln Park, in the red-light district of New Orleans:

Monday nights at Lincoln Park was something to see, especially when the

madams and pimps brought their stables of women to hear Bolden play. Each

madam had different colour girls. Ann Jackson featured mulatto, Maud V/ilson
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featured high browns, so forth and so on. And them different stables was

different colours. Just like a bouquet. GTS 18)

Ondaatje does not enclose this paragraph within quotation marks. It would seem,

therefore, to be a piece of pure fiction. Yet it is virtually identical to a passage from

Jazz Masters of New Orleans (17):

Them Monday nights at Lincoln Fark was something to see, then them madams

and pimps brought their stables of women to hear Bolden play, each madam had

different color girls in her stables. For instance, Ann Jackson featured mulatto

girls; Maud Wilson featured high browns; and so forth and so on. And them

different stables was different colors just like a bouquet.

Ondaatje's alterations of the above passage are minor: addition of "especially" in the

second line; deletion of "for instance" from the fourth line and an "and" from the

sixth line; conversion of two semi-colons to commas in lines five and six; turning

'Just like a bouquet" into nJust like a bouquet."

By including these passages of Botley's reminiscences virtually unchanged,

Ondaatje once again runs the risk of being accused of plagiarism. But this charge, as I

have suggested, can be set aside since Ondaatje has acknowledged his sources at the

end of the text, and has received copyright prmission to publish the material.

Although the passages are not individually marked as borrowed, the reader is able,

with some effort, to trace both quotations back to the original source.

Although Ondaatje is not guilty of plagiarism, we should consider whether

sections of his writing are redundant to the source texts. After all, both of the
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passages by Botley already exist in the original text. We must ask ourselve.s, then,

why Ondaatje found it necessary to reproduce them in his own text. The answer is

that Ondaatje places the original non-fictional passages into a fictional context and as

a result requires us to accord them a different understanding. Because the new context

does not claim to be historically accurate, the Botley excerpts take on and add an

element of the bizarre to Ondaatje's rendition. Both of the Botley passages initially

seem incredible, yet, because they can be substantiated and open a fìeld of credibility,

they open a discursive field which causes the reader to accept the validity of other

seemingly bizarre passages in the novel. With these passages we see one form of

Hutcheon's parody: Ondaatje uses simple "transmuting, remodelling of existing forms

without any specifying of ridiculing intent" (a fne.ory of parøV 67) to revitalize the

excerpts themselves, as well as his own work, through the new contexts he provides.

As I mentioned earlier, Ondaatje's description of Dude Botley's overhearing

Bolden's music (CTS 80-81) differs only slightly from the original. This modification

leads us to another form of paraphrasal improvisation. At its most inventive,

paraphrase

may involve a highly imaginative reworking of the melody, which remains

recognizable only by its outline or the preservation of cerûain distinctive turns of

phrase or figures. The underlying harmonic structure, which in jaez is the

element that chiefly identif,res the theme, remains essentially unchanged, though

that too may be subjected to local alteration and embellishment. (New Grove

ss7)
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Ondaatje's description of the scene involving Botley and Bolden begins by restating

information found in the source text: that Frankie Dusen took over some of Bolden's

players and named them the Fagle band (CTS 80; Jazz Masters 13); that Bunk

Johnson took Bolden's place as cornet GTS 80; Jazz Masters 13); that Bottey

followed Bolden from Lincoln Park (CTS 80; Jazz Masters 13). To this point

Ondaatje's information parallels that which can be found in the original text.

However, we also learn from the novel that nDude Botley followed him [Bolden] and

tells this story which some believe and which others don't believe at all' (CTS 80).

This statement and the paragraph following it--appearances notwithstanding--have both

been invented by Ondaatje. For, although he sets the speech off from the text through

the use of quotation marls, the first paragraph of the quoted material is not a genuine

quotation at all--it is Ondaatje's invention. This is improvisation. For by adding

quotation marks, Ondaatje incorporates falsely appropriated material--which is to say,

material which in no way is appropriated although it seems to have been--with truly

appropriated material.

By such improvising, Ondaade manages in a single sequence of events (the

scene at Lincoln Park: the Bolden-Botley walk; Bolden playing the cornet in the

barber shop) to use two extreme forms of paraphrase--one with an almost 'faithful

repetition" of the original text, with "a few ornamental flourishes," and the other by

the "highly imaginative reworking of the melody, which remains recognizable only by

its outline. "

An example of Ondaatje's improvisation at its "most inventive" can be found in
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his startling version of the fight between Bolden and Tom Pickett, the pimp. Ondaatje

takes the bald facts of the Pickett-Bolden incident, well documented in the source text

Gazz nfasters 12), and transforms them into a graphic description of a vicious brawl,

with bottles, a chair, a straight razor, and broken glass as weapons. It is important to

know that Ondaatje believes that if his storytelling is going to be effective, according

to Solecki,

the reader must be exposed to as direct and unmeditated a representation or,

better, re-enactment of the original event as art will allow; he must become or

feel that he has become a participant in it, a figure in the ground of the story.

("Point Blank Narrative in the man with seven toes" I37)

'We come very close to being "figures in the ground" when we read Ondaatje's

version of the fight scene between Pickett and Bolden (CTS 72-75). Ondaatje's

inspiration for this scene comes from Jazz Masters of New Orleans, where an attempt

has been made to explain Bolden's mental decline. Here we are told that Bolden

broke down one afternoon after shaving one of his former cronies, Tom Pickett,

who had been kidding him about his love life. Slowly and carefully, Bolden

went over Pickett's face with his razor several times. As soon as he could

escape the barber chair, Pickett fled into the street, yelling. (Iazz Vtaslers 12)

Although the events leading up to the altercation, as well as the actions of the

characters, are fundamentally the same in both texts, the fight scene in Ondaatje's text

is more impressive as a result of his extensive and detailed improvisation.

It is helpful, in thinking about Ondaade's elaborations, to draw once more on A
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Theory of Parody, where Hutcheon argues that "parody has the advantage of being

both a re-creation as well as a creation, making criticism into a kind of active

exploration of the form" (51).Iazz improvisation is equally creative and re-creative,

and so is Ondaatje in his handling of the fight scene.

His version is told through alternating first-person viewpoints, shifting from

Bolden to Pickett, and back to Bolden again. Furthermore, Bolden's views are

delivered in the immediate present, in a stream of consciousness style (his inner

thoughts and feelings are dominant), whereas Pickett's recollection is narrated in the

past tense (to V/ebb, the detective). In switching point of view and tense between

Bolden and Pickett, Ondaatje creates the effect of flux--a succession of changes--

similar to that of the polyphony in collective improvisation. fazz Masters of New

Orleans explains that the 'characteristic New Orleans polyphony" originated from the

attempt at collective improvisation by early jazz musicians who were not note readers

OaAz Vtasters 10). In collective improvisation, where players alternate in playing

solos, polyphony is common Qqew Grove 554). Ondaatje's strategy of rendering the

f,rght between Pickett and Bolden stresses the interplay among competing voices.

Unlike the writers of his sources, Ondaatje illustrates, in Bakhtinian fashion, that in

the novel "fi]iterary language is not represented . . . aS a unitary, completely

finished-off and indisputable tanguage--it is represented precisely as a living mix of

varied and opposing voices. . . , developing and renewing itself' @akhtin 49). In his

appropriation of material Ondaatje accomplishes what Bakhtin points to--the results of

the artist looking "from the outside, with another's eyes, from the point of view of a
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potentially different language and style" @atfitin 60). Although the idea for the fight

may have originated in Jazz Masters of New Orleans, Ondaatje has created the

"largely newly invented line" of paraphrasal improvisation through his highly

inventive use of person and tense.

The effect of flux comes not only through the alternating voices in the fight. It is

present in the action as well. Unlike the sources, Ondaatje's work gives the reader a

realistic, fictionalized re-enactment of the brawl rather than simply presenting the

basic facts of it. According to the New Grove Dictionary of Jazz, improvisation

"offers the possibilities of spontaneity, surprise, experiment, and discovery, without

which most jazz would be devoid of interest" (554). As Eli Mandel observes,

Ondaatje is interested aesthetically in how to "frx a scene. How can you fix those

things that are changing all the time in the world? His interest is in this tension

between things in motion and things that are still" (Gzowski, "Interview"). "Things in

motion and things that are still" certainly figure into Ondaatje's version of the Bolden-

Pickett fight. In Coming Through Slaughter the scene is more than three pages long--

signif,rcantly longer than the original version (a mere four and a half lines in Iazz

Masters of New Orleans)--as Ondaatje üakes time to explore actively the short but

startting anecdote from Jazz Masters of New Orleans.

In the fight scene, Ondaatje holds our interest through the nar¡ation of

fictionalized or improvised events. V/e get an account of Bolden's arm being broken:

"he swings the strop gets me hard on the left elbow. Broken. Just like that, no pain

yet I know it is broken" (74). We are given access to Bolden's despairing thoughts as
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the fight continues: "[g]ot no anger at him now. I'm finished I'm empty but I can't

tell him" (73).I-ater Bolden is afraid: "[m]y neck. Is coming for me I'm dead I can't.

Move" (7a). And finally he is "[t]ired" (75), and thinking: "Nora st¡okes my arm,

don't tell her I can't feel her fingers. Her anger or her pity" (75). Ondaatje places the

reader inside Bolden's mind, so that both ¡eader and character experience the fight

simultaneously. To create a stronger sense of immediacy, Ondaatje deletes the

personal pronoun (as grammatical subject) and the definite and indefinite articles, and

he uses a present tense verb in many of his sentences: "[g]ot no anger at him now"

(73); "[d]oor opens near me" and "[s]ee Nora in another mirror" (74); "fcfan't feel

my arm" (74); "[m]ove" (74); and "don't tell her" (75). By improvising this

deliberately ungrammatical, anguished language, Ondaatje again enables the reader to

share to the fullest in Bolden's trauma.

In jazz music, paraphrasal improvisation can also give a standard an individual

identity through the development of specif,rc themes (ttew.-Crove 561). Ondaatje uses

a similar technique in his fight scene, which ties together many of the specific images

of his novel. For example, in the novel's version of the fight, Ondaatje has invented

the segment in which Bolden and Pickett crash through the window:

[a] great creak as the thing folds over him like a spider web, he goes through,

the hook of the süop pu1ls the chair and me frantic I won't let go and I come

through too over the ice and glass and empty frame. And we are on the street.

(crs 74)

This reference to ice connects us to other moments in the novel, and we soon realize
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that Ondaa$e uses ice as a motif for mutability. We have been prepared for this scene

more than twenty pages earlier, where we are told

the clue to good business, Joseph knew, was ice. Ice against the window so it

fogged and suggested an exotic curtain against the heat of the street. The ice was

placed on the wood shelf that sloped downwards towards the window at knee

level. The ice changed shape all day before your eyes. (CTS 47)

While ice may represent the exotic, it is by nature evanescent, and here it hints

lyrically at instability. V/e see later how Bolden suspects that, like ice, "the certainties

he loathed and needed were liquid at the root" (CTS 78). The ice motif shows up

again in Bolden's final meeting with his mistress, Robin Brewitt. Ice, another form of

water, comes to represent the precarious life that Bolden is living. We learn that

Bolden and Robin Brewitt

go out and buy a bag of ice, crack it small in our mouths and spit it onto each

other's bodies. . . . But \ve are already travelling on the morning bus tragic.

Like the ice melting in the heat of us. . . . V/e give each other a performance,

the wound of ice (CTS 86-7)

In jazz improvisation, the musicians must create variations on a theme while keeping

it recognizable @w_Grove 561). Similarly, Ondaatje's variations on the ice motif tie

together a number of purely invented or improvised scenes in the novel.

Throughout Coming Through Slaughter lve see the improvising artist at work,

even with the use of photographs. Ondaatje's novel contains both the original and

what we might call an improvised version of the Bolden Band photograph. The
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original appears on the title page (CTS 5), and Ondaatje's version consists of a verbal

representation--a transcription of sorts--of this same photograph (CTS 66). His is a

typographical design containing only the names of the musicians and the instruments

they play, laid out in a pattern corresponding to the one in the original photograph.

Since this double entry provides within the novel the only occurrence of both

unaltered source material and Ondaatje's improvisation on it, it should be examined.

In The Other Side of Dailiness, Lorraine York says that

Ondaatje's translation of the visual image into linguistic terms . . is, in itself, a

comment on the interdependence of the word and the image. In fact, many

readers probably read the testimonies by the band members in the book, flip to

the photograph key, and then to the photograph itself, to see the image behind

the word--a fluid reading style which forms a perfect testimony between the

image and the word which Ondaatje has created in Coming Through Slaughter.

(1 ls)

The New Grove Dictioqary of Jazz explains that within paraphrasal improvisation the

basic structure "remains essentially unchanged, though that too may be subjected to

local alteration and embellishment" (557). By analogy we could think of the

photograph of the band as an underlying structure in Ondaatje's novel. In his graphic

representation of the photograph, Ondaatje holds our attention as readers by

presenting faceless names (ust as with the original photograph we are presented with

nameless faces). We compare this literal depiction with the actual photograph (CTS 5)

and see that the placement of the names matches the placement of the figures. Unlike
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the photograph in the source, which identifies the band in a conventional way

('[s]tanding" and "[s]eated") Gazzmen 33), Ondaatje's version locates the members of

the Bolden Band through the use of words. Here, Ondaade's improvisation serves as

literal paraphrase. As I said earlier, in A Theory of Parody Hutcheon points out that

the prefix "para-" means "beside," and proposes that parody can suggest "an accord

or intimacy instead of a contrast" (32). Ondaatje's literalized cha¡acters represent a

writer's variation of the original photograph.

Photographs of another kind are also subject to Ondaatje's improvisation. The

"Acknowledgements" list E. J. Bellocq's photographs as an "inspiration of mood and

character." Ondaatje has become the scribe of the photographer Bellocq--describing

and transcribing his collection known as the "Storyville Portraits. " For paraphrase

improvisation to be effective, according to the New Grove Dictionary of Jazz, theme

and motif must remain recognizable, yet the players must be inventive enough to

create new variations (561). Ondaatje follows this admonition closely when he

describes Bellocq's "portraits." In Coming Through Slaughter we read of "the casual

shot of the dresser that holds the photograph of the whore's baby that she gave away,

the plastic Christ on the wall" (54). We also learn that "[w]hat you see in his pictures

is her mind jumping that fa¡ back to when she would dare to imagine the future,

parading with love or money on a beautiful anonymous cloth arm" (54). Through

these descriptions in his text, Ondaatje conveys the ambience of the photographs,

preserving and interpreting them for the reader. But although we are told "what you

seÆ," we never actually "see" anything. We can only read Ondaatje's written
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interpretation. In the transaction we discern Ondaatje's use of what Paul Tanner and

Maurice Gerow describe in their A Study of Jazz, as the "standard" approach to

improvisation, according to which the musician 'keep[s] the original melody in mind

as a point of departure and invent[s] a new melodic line while still fairly well

restricted by the harmonic structure of the original melody' (4). Ondaatje's

descriptions were inspired by Bellocq's subject matter and style of photography, but

he invents--fictionalizes--images for the reader.

Ondaatje also improvises in giving reasons for the knife slashes on Bellocq's

photos. The source texts Storyville, New Orleans and Storyville Portraits both report

the rumour that it was Bellocq's brother, a Catholic priest, who defaced the glass

plates (Storyvitte. nUew O¡e¿ns 60; Storyville Portraits 1.6-17). Ondaatje constructs

his own story, which develops further his characterization of Bellocq. Arguably his

alteration parallels what jazz musicians do. The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz

explains that "it is the nature of the improvisation--the freedom of invention,

virhrosity, and ornamental elaboration allowed by his [the soloist's] function--and not

the mere fact of improvising that distinguishes the soloist' (554). Similarly, in

literature it is not the mere fact of writing that distinguishes an author, but the calibre

of the work produced. Ondaatje describes Bellocq's photographs for us, and he

explains that

[s]ome of the pictures have knife slashes across the bodies. Along the ribs. Some

of them neatly decapitate the head of the naked body with scratches. These exist

alongside the genuine scars mentioned before, the appendix scar and others non-
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surgical. They reflect each other, the eye moves back and forth. The cuts add a

three-dimensional quality to each work. Not just physically, though you can

almost see the depth of the knife slashes, but also because you think of Bellocq

wanting to enter the photographs, to leave his trace on the bodies. . . . You can

see that the care he took defiling the beauty he had forced in them was as

precise and clean as his good hands which at night had developed the negatives.

(crs ss)

This scene is entirely Ondaatje's invention. The source texts do not imptcate Bellocq

in the disfiguring of the plates; in Ondaatje's text there is no hint or suggestion of

Bellocq's brother defacing the plates. Ondaatje has provided the reader with another

narrative to explain how the slashes have occurred. We understand Bellocq's

photograph only through the eyes of our author. In asserting his creative role,

Ondaatje allows us to read passages entirely of his own making.

Bellocq's nclean and sharp" style (Storyville.Portraits 11) is also captured by

Ondaatje's way of depicting some of the surviving photographs: "[s]nap. Iady with

dog. I^ady on sofa half naked. Snap. Naked 1ady. Lady next to dresser. Lady at

window. Snap. I-ady on balcony sunlight. Holding up her arm for the shade" GTS

55). By altering the noun "snap" from Storyville Portraits (17) into a verb in Coming

Through Slaughter, and by combining the verb with a summary of the subject matter

of the photographs, Ondaade re-creates the click of the camera in the simultaneous

actions of seeing and taking. In this way Ondaatje appeals to both our eyes and our

ears, making Bellocq's photographs aural as well as visual.
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Finally, in his novel Ondaatje improvises a relationship between the jazz

musician Bolden and the photographer Bellocq. Although both historical figures lived

in Storyville at approximately the same time, it is doubtful that they ever met. Yet in

Coming Through Slaughter Ondaatje's Bolden and Bellocq not only meet, they also

become close friends. In improvisation, the musicians' only restriction is the fixed

chord sequence Oqew Crove 554). In Ondaatje's novel, these "fixed chord sequences"

are the facts or received stories about individual characters. Ondaatje has taken these

facts and improvised on and around them to create a peculiar relationship between

characters. For example, we read about Bellocq taking his photographs in Storyville

(which is historically accurate); but then Ondaatje tells us that it was Bolden who

introduced Bellocq to the Storyville prostitutes. We see Bolden "[w]alking with him to

introduce him to whores" (CTS 123), and Bolden pleading with the girls to allow

Bellocq to photograph them GTS 124-125). This information is solely of Ondaatje's

creating.

There is a certain irony to be found in Ondaatje's invention of the Bolden-

Bellocq relationship. In both Ondaatje's sources and in his own text, Bellocq enjoys

minor historical fame as a photographer of prostitutes in Storyville, New Orleans.

And, given the way Ondaatje's novel reads, Bellocq owes this fame to Bolden; for it

was the musician who made the photographs possible by introducing the women to

Bellocq. Thus, the historical fact of Bellocq's fame is a consequence of Ondaade's

invention: a piece of history becomes validated by a piece of fiction. This is

improvisation with a vengeance.
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In his fictionalizing of source information, then, Ondaatje hits on a shategy akin

to improvisation in jaaz music. Under that aegis, both lengthy sections of material as

well as simple facts are incorporated into Coming Through Slaughter in a variety of

ways. As we have seen, Ondaatje's improvisations on sources range from simply

changing original contexts to creating a relationship between two historical figures

who, in reality, never met.
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Irregular emphasis on historical incidents, character, and artefact

to create the "offbeat" world of Ondaatje's novel.

According to the New Grove Dictionary of Jazz, the character and vitality of

jazz music come from the "irregularity of its rhythms" (87), in other words, from

syncopation. Likewise, much of the vitality in Coming Through Slaughter is derived

from the irregular compositions created by Ondaade's unexpected, and sometimes

astonishing, use of material he has taken from the original source texts.

Fundamental to jazz, syncopation involves the

shifting of articulations from stronger beats to weaker ones or to metrical

positions that do not fall on any of the main beats of the bar; the strong beats

are silent, either because a rest occurs in those positions or because the

articulation of a preceding weak beat is tied over. @w-fuve 8?

This rather forbidding technical description of syncopation can be applied directly to

an analysis of the opening pages of Coming Through Slaughter. The novel's

beginning contains a four-part medley of material: a photograph; three sonographs

from a recording of dolphin sounds; two and a half pages of information concerning

Storyville's red-light district; the introduction of Bolden. This puzzling beginning is

syncopated. The effect of syncopation is based on the beat of the music. When beats

are normally grouped into the metrical unit of the bar, relatively stronger and weaker

positions are created. In straight 414 time, for example, the hrst beat of the bar is the

Chapter Three
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strongest, the third is next in strength, the second is weak, and the fourth is weakest

(New Grove 86). If we were to look at the first four sections of Coming Through

Slaughter as a literary bar, we could think of the photograph (which we later rcaltze

is of the Bolden Band) as the first beat; the sonographs as the second; the information

about Storyville the third; the introduction of Bolden the fourth and final beat.

However, with his syncopation Ondaatje does not articulate the beats in the manner of

ordinary 414 nme. The photograph, placed in what is normally the strongest position,

is not the strongest beat at all in Ondaatje's score since it is presented without

explanation. We are not even sure that it is a photograph of the Bolden Band until

much later in the text. The sonographs which form the second beat, and the Storyville

trivia which make up the third, also appear without introduction or explanation, and

cannot immediately be reconciled with any part of the text that precedes them. With

this particular bar, Ondaatje saves his strongest emphasis for the fourth beat, the

initial references to Bolden. (We become aware that this reference to Bolden is the

strongest beat when we realize that he is the focus of the text, and it is chiefly with

Bolden in mind that we read the text.) The late placement of the strongest beat (in the

usual position of the weakest) is, in analogy to syncopation, an offbeat.

Detailed analysis of Ondaatje's use of the Storyville trivia reveals additional

"irregular rhythms," surprising elements of composition and imagery. Of the first five

paragraphs in the novel, the middle three (CTS 8-10) consist almost entirely of

material taken from Storyville. New Orleans, along with a few phrases fuom Iazz

Masters of New Orleans. From information about "The Swamp" and "Smoþ Row"
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(CTS 8; Storyville 10) to the anecdote about Grace Hayes' pet raccoon, which was

"trained to pick the pockets of her customers" (eTS 10; Storyville 161), nearly all of

this material can be found in the sources cited by Ondaatje. Ondaatje's borrowed

material is not found on any single page or any one section of the sources; rather, he

has searched them meticulously and chosen specific elements to include and to

redistribute in the novel.

Because of their physical placement in the novel, Ondaatje's three paragraphs

concerning Storyville, the New Orleans red-light district, establish immediately the

tone of the text. Even before we are introduced to Bolden, Coming Through

Slaughter's main character, we are made familiar with his surroundings. By re-

orcheshating source material to meet his needs, Ondaatje is able to introduce the

reader quickly to his novel's Storyville. The placement of this appropriated material--

just before the "offbeat,n that is, just before meeting the main character--creates

another example of syncopation.

To illustrate further Ondaatje's syncopated writing style, we might examine the

unexpected emphasis which Ondaatje places on Bolden's connections with the mattress

whores of Storyville's red-light district, connections which Ondaatje uses to portray

Bolden's deteriorating mental condition. lMe learn from Jazz Masters of New Orleans

that historically these women would "walk the streets and alleys with their mattresses

on their backs and go down for a quarter, for anyone fool enough or drunk enough to

forget about venereal disease" (Jazz Vfasters 19). In Storyville. New Orleans the

mattress whores are mentioned only in parentheses (166), apparently a phenomenon
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that author Al Rose preferred to overlook, although his book is supposed to be

concerned with all aspects of the red-light district. In Coming Through Slaughter,

Ondaatje recognizes these women as a reality, although perhaps an unpleasant one, in

Buddy Bolden's world. By including the women in his text, Ondaatje articulates (in

part) their story. As in the sources, Ondaatje's mattress whores are "riddled with the

pox,n but we are also told that they are "remnants of the good life good time ever

loving Storyville who, when they are finished there, steal their mattress and with a

sling hang it on their backs" (CTS 118). These women have a voice in Ondaatje's

Storyville, in contrast to their virtual silence in the sources. Ondaade paints an almost

sympathetic portrait of these desperate women. He writes that the mattress whores

drop the mattress down and take men right there on the dark pavements, the fat,

poor, the sadists who use them to piss in as often as not because the disease they

carry has punched their cunts inside out, taking anything so long as the quarter

is in their hands. (CTS 118)

Although the mattress whores are not particularly important to Bolden's story in the

source texts, Ondaatje turns them into a signif,rcant presence in Coming Through

Slaughter. Both Bolden and these women existed historically in Storyville at

approximately the same time, and by transcontextualizing and linking these figures

Ondaade has mixed the historical with the imaginative to create his own reality.

Although the mattress whores were a part of the New Orleans cultu¡e that

surrounded the historical Buddy Bolden, none of Ondaatje's jazz sources

acknowledges the possibility of any mingling between prostitutes and musicians.
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Neither Jazz Masters of New Orleans nor lazzmen even hint at prostitutes and

musicians being involved in anything but professional relationships. Jazz music was

born out of the same New Orleans sæiety that legalized prostitution (and the

intermingling of the two seems inevitable), yet both occupations are treated separately

in these sources. Storyville. New Orleans has a chapter entitled "The Music of

Storyville," which deals only with the business connections between the musicians and

the madames of Storyville. But in Ondaatje's text the reference to the mattress whores

illustrates explicitly that the prostitutes and the musicians lived side by side and on

occasion even lived with each other.'What makes this point even more powerful is

that Ondaatje's Bolden compares himself to these mattress whores, turning their

reality into a metaphor for his mental turmoil: "[m]y brain tonight has a mattress

strapped to its back" (gTS 119). As Bolden moves closer to insanity, he sees

similarities between himself and the rejected women: "[t]heir bodies murdered and my

brain suicided' (CTS 119). Bolden realizes that they are equals: "me with my brain

no better than their sad bodies" (CTS 119). And so the prostitutes of Storyville

provide us with another example of syncopation. These women, minor figures in the

original texts, receive considerable and unexpected emphasis in the novel, where

Ondaatje uses them to reveal so vividly the tormented psyche of Bolden.

Another way in which Ondaatje creates a syncopated effect in Coming Through

Slaughter is through his in'egular use of two musical lists, one of song titles and the

other of band names. The tunes and the bands, incidental in the original texts, are

given unusual significance by the way in which Ondaatje stresses them in the novel.
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The list of song titles is presented frrst (CTS 23), following frfteen pages of somewhat

unconventional prose and poetry. The format of the list alone has a jarring effect on

the reader, because it deviates in style from the text preceding it and appars without

introduction or warning. As readers we do not necessarily realize for some time that

we are looking at song titles, although we may be clued in by the terms nhop" and

"rag." Thelistappearstobeoutof place, seeminglyanappendixinthemiddleof the

novel. Ondaatje's unorthdox presentation of this list represents a departure from

established literary arrangement. In other words--in musical terms--he is syncopating.

The list is actually a compilation of song titles from two identifiable sources and

one unknown source. Most of the titles (nine of the fourteen) are taken from "New

Orleans Music" in Jazzmen, and four come from Jazz Masters of New Orleans (the

song "Funþ Butt" is included in both of these books, leaving two titles untraced).

Although Ondaatje has listed the titles in the same o¡der in which they appear in their

respective sources, he has also omitted some titles. In the source text Jazzmen,

between the titles "Alligator Hop" (19) and "Pepper Rag" (22) the titles "Olympia

Rag," (19) "Steamboat Blues" and "Roustabout Shuffle" Q2) arc mentioned, but in

syncopation jargon these three are 'silenced" on Ondaatje's list. Of those songs he

does include, he alters some by shortening titles or lines: "Careless Love Blues" in

Iazzmen becomes "Careless love" in Coming Through Slaughter; the chorus from

Bolden's theme song, nI thought I heard Buddy Bolden say, 'Funþ-butt, funky-butt,

take it away"' (lazznen 13) is shortened to "Funþ Butt."

It should be noted that the tunes "Snake Rag," "Alligator Hop," and "Pepper
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Rag"--the last three titles which Ondaatje has appropriated from Jazzmen (l9)--were

performed by the Olympia band, never by the Bolden Band. So, although Ondaatje

has found these three titles important or interesting enough to include on his list,

historically they have no significance as far as the Bolden Band is concerned. By

including titles from outside the Bolden Band's repertoire, Ondaatje accentuates

irrelevant detail; by setting actual Bolden Band titles alongside extraneous ones, he

achieves a contrapuntal effect.

It is sfiking that two of the titles Ondaatje includes in his list ("Take your big

leg off me" and "If you don't shake, don't get no cake") cannot be found in any of

the cited sources. Ondaatje has either taken these titles from unacknowledged sources,

or, more likely, invented them himself and attempted to pass them off as authentic.

Although these new titles sound genuine (with their sexual and musical overtones),

they are not Bolden's--or any other jazzband's--tunes, at least they are not, according

to Ondaatje's sources. Here, I am suggesting, Ondaatje uses improvisation within

syncopation. The suspect words are recognized as song titles only because of their

context and their "preservation of distinctive turns of phrase of figures" (lVew Grove

557). By tying the invented titles into his prevailing theme, Ondaatje maintains the

apparent integrity of his list, although in actuality he has ømpered with it. Ondaatje's

mixed list, then, is more than a reference to the songs played by Bolden's band; the

individual titles take on a significance representing the world of Storyville jazz.

Ondaatje's unconventional use of song titles is not isolated to one page of the

novel. One title on his list, "Tiger Rag,u appears elsewhere in his text (CTS 43). This
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second reference reminds us of the original context in which Ondaatje invoked the

song, prompting us psychologically, and perhaps even literally, to turn back to his

list. By subtly reminding us of the list, Ondaatje distracts attention away from the

detective V/ebb's remembering of Bolden's involvement in the murder at the bar. This

deflection from the main storyline creates tension, even if only briefly, in the mind of

the reader. On the other hand, the song title "Milenburg Joys" appears at one point in

Coming Through Slaughter (32) but not on the list (23). In Ondaatje's novel,

"Milenburg Joys" seems completely foreign in its new context and cannot be

understood on the intratextual level. After consulting the sources, though, we learn

that "Milneburg Joys" (from Jazzmen32, in a different spelling) is yet another song

title that Ondaatje has appropriated and incorporated into his text. Once this is known,

we realize that "Milenburg Joys" also ties in with the list of titles. The omission of

"Milenburg Joys" from the list is an example of syncopation because the song title

cannot be harmonized within the text until after we consult the sources.

The only song title easily recognizable in Ondaatje's novel, Cakewalking Babies,

is not included in the long list--or in the sources for that matter. This title emerges in

a scene which involves Bolden and his mistress, Robin Brewitt. We recognize it as a

song title through the context:

[s]he was conscious that while they spoke his fingers had been pressing the flesh

on her back as though he were plunging them into a cornet. She was sure he

was quite unaware, she was sure his mind would not remember. . . . But she

was wrong. He had been improving on Cakewalking Babies. (CTS 59)
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Cakewalkíng Babies again reminds the reader of Ondaatje's list found earlier in the

text.

Ondaatje's use of appropriated song titles functions in much the same way as a

jazz musician's syncopation: both shift emphasis and create interest through the

articulation of weaker beats. The titles do not seem to be related to the story--at least

not initially--and therefore they move the reader away from Bolden, who has been the

focus to this point. The list takes on special significance since it is compiled from two

different source texts, and includes omissions, deletions, and (apparently) fabrications.

By alluding to this appropriated list of titles throughout his text, Ondaatje provokes

readers to remember and perhaps to re-turn to it; in a sense, he provides the reader

with a syncopated experience.

The tension Ondaatje creates through his "irregular" style cannot be

satisfactorily resolved at the intratextual level; thus the reader is forced to go outside

the novel and to the source texts, where most of the titles can be found in their

original setting. This detour leaves the reader with a more complete understanding of

Ondaatje's list and, perhaps, a better appreciation of his writing technique.

Another example of irregular accentuation comes from Ondaatje's list of band

names (CTS 107), which would seem to come from a single source. Ondaatje says

that the names are "according to Bunk Johnson" (CTS 107¡. This statement seems to

make the list authoritative. A problem arises, though, when the reader cannot

determine from the novel or the "Acknowledgements" whether this is a fictional or a

factual statement. Certainly, as l.{aomi Jacobs has pointed out, the band names seem
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"too exotic to be invented" ("New Fictional Biographies" 9), yet they operate within a

fictional context. If we are unfamiliar with the historical Johnson, with the bands

themselves, or with the text that contains the list--all of which are conceivable, since

none participates in the literary canon, or even in "popular" culture--we are left with

an unsatisfactory understanding of Coming Through Slaughter. As a result, Ondaatje

creates irregular rhythm that can only be completed by readers going outside the

novel to verify the information in the original texts.

From lazzmen (16) we discover that Ondaatje's list of band names is actually an

excerpt from a list of dance halls and brass bands provided by Johnson. Ondaatje has

appropriated only the section pertaining to brass bands, and even this is incomplete.

In Ondaatje's rendering only eight of Johnson's ten bands appear. There are other

differences. In the original version Johnson has divided the band names into two

groups, whereas in Coming Through Slaughter Ondaatje has combined them into one.

Further revisions have occurred in the transition from source text to host text. The

"Frank V/elsh Brass Band' of Jazzmen becomes the "Frank Welch Brass Band" in

Coming Through Slaughter"; Jazzmen's "Kid Allen's father Brass Band' becomes

Ondaatje's "Kid Allen's Father's Brass Band." Johnson ends his list with the words

"and so many no names brass bands" (Jazzlqen 16), and Ondaatje ends his with the

words "and so many no name street bands" (CTS 107). Although the alterations are

only minor--perhaps simply typographical errors or casual mistakes of memory--they

are changes nonetheless. In Ondaade's list of band names we see improvisation

(through modification, incorporation, and omission) within the syncopated intertext.
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Ondaatje's modifications resemble those that occur in paraphrasal improvisation,

which I discussed in the previous chapter. Such modifications within the appropriated

material sharpen the sense of the jazz-hke elements in Ondaatje's writing style.

The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz points out that syncopation depends for its

effect on a "persisting sensation of the beat against which the articulated notes set up

strong rhythmic contradictions" (87). Ondaatje demonstrates through the inclusion of

the list of band names that although Bolden may be the focus of Coming Through

Slaughter he was not the only person to play jazz. Johnson's list, as well as his

reference to other bands, gives us a broad view of the Storyville jazz scene, of which

the Buddy Bolden band was only a part.

Although Ondaatje's list of band names seems to direct the reader away from

Bolden, the list also acts as an integral part of his story, for it casts light on Bolden's

sense of self. Ondaatje's list constitutes ttre type of labelling which Bolden resents. On

the page facing the band list (CTS 106) we read about Bolden returning on a bus to

Storyville. Here, Bolden bitterly thinks, nI am the famous fucker. I am the famous

barber. I am the famous cornet player. Read the labels. The labels are coming home"

(CTS 106). As Constance Rooke points out in "Dog in a Grey Room: The Happy

Ending of Coming Through Slaughter," Bolden clearly resents having his sense of self

displaced by descriptions of his activities (273). Perhaps not accidentally, it is

immediately following Bolden's sardonic references to labels that Ondaatje's list of

bands--eight with names and "so many no name street bands"--appears. Ondaatje sets

his list of bands against Bolden's contempt for the labelling. From the list we may
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surmise that the individual musicians have lost their identities to the names of their

groups. As for the bands that go unremembered (the "no name street bands"), they

lose not only the names of their individual players but their group names as well, and

become simply anonymous New Orleans musicians. Ondaatje has depicted precisely

what Bolden fears and resents, showing that in the process of grouping and naming,

individuality is lost in history, lost in "the 20th century game of fame" (CTS ß$. By

contrasting Johnson's list of band names with Bolden's thoughts, Ondaatje gives voice

to the existence of the "many no name street bands" (CTS 107). Placed in Ondaatje's

new context, Johnson's list actually draws attention to the unnamed bands rather than

muting them.

By transcontextualizing the historical character Johnson and his list of bands

from Jazzmen into Coming Through Slaughter, Ondaatje creates a dilemma--is

Johnson's list of band names factual or fictional? To get the answer, the reader must

search through the texts Ondaatje draws on. However, the dilemma does not

undermine an understanding of the novel, because Ondaade uses Johnson's list to

heighten awareness of Bolden's paranoia about the loss of his individuality.

One of the most interesting instances of what I am calling a syncopated effect

occurs in Ondaatje's improper use of quotation marks. In one passage, the novel's

narrator asks "Why did my senses stop at you? There was the sentence, 'Buddy

Bolden who became a legend when he went berserk in a parade ..." (CTS. 134). The

query seems to be part of Ondaatje's attempt to explain how his Buddy Bolden story

originated. The words "Buddy Bolden who became a legend when he went berserk in
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a parade" have affected Ondaatje strongly; they are important enough for him to

highlight them with quotations in his novel. This sentence--simple in its claims--

creates tension for the reader, however, since the material, which by virtue of the

quotation marks Ondaatje locates in outside sources, proves not to be taken from any

of the source texts cited in his "Acknowledgements. "

The discrepancy is worth examining. V/e do have one lead. In Jazz Masters of

New Orleans we find the only use of the word "berserk" in any of the sources. Here

we ¡ead that "while playing a parade with Henry Allen Sr.'s Brass Band, he [Bolden]

went berserk in the street" (14). Yet this is clearly not the same sentence that

Ondaatje has quoted in Coming Through Slaughter. The material in Ondaatje's text

would seem to be either a misquotation or a genuine quotation from an unidentified

source. Since Ondaatje has included "Acknowledgements," which allow the reader to

locate and consult the sources for Coming Through Slaughter, I am guessing that this

sentence is not from an actual text at all.'This guess leaves two options: Ondaatje has

either quoted unacknowledged material, or he is attempting to pass off fictional

material as if it were factual. Since Ondaade uses the word "sentence" ("[t]here was

the sentence"), which implies written rather than spoken language (as we do not hear

sentences, exactly), I suggest that Ondaatje invented this quotation in order to

convince his readers that he was inspired by an historical reference to write his

version of Bolden's story. Readers would not normally presume to question the

authenticity of material carrying quotation marks, but here (if my suggestion were to

be proven correct) Ondaade has taken advantage of such a presumption, marking
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material as intertext when it is not. Ondaatje's appeal to a seemingly factual, but

actually fictitious, source ultimately complicates matters for the reader.

In this same scene, Ondaatje (as narrator) seems to become, for a brief period,

the main character in his own novel. He shifts the emphasis from Bolden to himself,

or at least to some version of himself, as narrator: "[w]hat was there in that, before I

knew your nation your colour your age, that made me push my arm forward and spill

it through the front of your mirror and clutch myself' (CTS 134). This entry offers

yet another example of syncopation in Ondaatje's writing. According to the New

Grove Dictionary of Jazz, during syncopation the beat must either be sustained by

another instrument in the group or quickly reasserted; if this does not happen, "the

listener loses his consciousness of the metrical framework, or even of the beat itself,

and the syncopated pattern ceases to be perceived as such" Gþgl.crove 87). By

analogy, Bolden's story represents the "sustained beat' in Ondaatje's work. But in the

brief passages cited above (CTS 134), Ondaade (the narrator) takes on this role

himself for a time. Even so, Bolden is never far away.

In syncopation, subtlety results from rhythmic articulations that shift and change

in their relation to the beat GIew_G¡eE 85-88). As we have seen, Ondaatje achieves

these shifting and changing expressions in Coming Through Slaughter through the

techniques of invention, modification, deletion, the changing of perspective, and the

merging of source materials.
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A claim that in its structure Coming Through Slaughter is the literary equivalent

of a jazz composition could be perceived as only a fanciful metaphor. After all, I

have no evidence that Ondaatje consciously set out to apply the principles of jazz

composition to the structure of his novel. Furthermore, none of the critical analyses

makes any mention of Ondaatje poring over his manuscript, trying to reconcile

historical facts with his prose style to achieve meldings that abide by the rules of the

New Grove Dictionary of Jazz. Indeed, there is no proof that Ondaatje is aware of

any definitions of jazz. Viewed in this way, as unknown or unknowable author,

Ondaatje becomes irrelevant to the argument of my essay. It is tempting to place him

in Barthes' category that denies a writer authority or intentionality over his work.

Also from this view point one might be tempted to forget about Ondaatje and accept

the New Critics' stipulation (which I mentioned earlier in this essay) that

interpretation requires no external references or knowledge beyond the text. But to

downplay or deny the author's role, or to restrict our study of the novel to what is

between its covers, would be to ignore the many elements of Coming Through

Slaughter which show that this is a novel that only Ondaatje, and he alone, could

create.

Conclusion

Ondaatje became acquainted with jazz in a prosaic way--from tlte movies. He

told journalist Adele Freedman in an interview (Globe and Mail, 22 De*,. 1979) that

he "learned about jazz through frlms . . . ", the films in question being Th¿ Glenn
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Míller Srory (which he saw "10 times") and Young Man Wîth A Horn (a "biopic"

based on the life of trumpeter Bix Beiderbecke). From this unlikely beginning

Ondaatje developed his strong interest in jazz. His fascination with Buddy Bolden

began in an even more unlikely fashion, through an editorial in a l-ondon, Ontario

newspaper which, he says, "hooked" him. Once hooked, according to Freedman, "he

tried to find anything related to Bolden in the New Orleans Iazz Archives and the

Iazz Archives in Tulane." None of this information is provided anywhere in Coming

Through Slaughter, yet it undoubtedly gave Ondaatje the spark of inspiration to work

on the book. Knowing this helps us to understand how Ondaatje became so dependent

upon historical sources for both the general information and the minute details in his

novel.

Ondaatje is candid about this dependence, to the extent that he pays tribute to

these historical sources in his "Acknowledgements. " This kind of recognition is rarely

found in a work of fiction. A novelist usually limits any expression of gratitude to a

spouse, a close friend, or to the typist who put the manuscript in order for the printer.

But Ondaatje, like an historian preparing a research PaPer, lists his sources.

The "Acknowledgements," which make up the last two pages of Coming

Throueh Slaughter, have been all but overlooked or ignored by critics examining the

novel. Only Ondaatje's assertion that "[w]hile I have used real names and characters

and historical situations. . [t]here have been some date changes, some characters

brought together, and some facts have been expanded or polished to suit the truth of

frction" has received any notice from literary critics, and that only in relatively brief
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form.

Jon Kertzer in 'The Blurred Photo: A Review of Coming Through Slaughter"

says that

Ondaatje uses documents, quotations, and interviews combined with his own

songs,.poems, and narrative all in service of the truth of fiction. By blending

history and fantasy, he explores the inner life of his subject as, in an earlier

work, he recorded and invented the inner life of Billy the Kid. (296)

Naomi Jacobs, in "Michael Ondaatje and the New Fiction Biographies," quotes

Ondaade's statement about his attitude to the historical sources and the changes he

made when incorporating them into his novel and she concludes that "þly announcing

but not specifying the changes, Ondaatje establishes that the purpose of the book is

not to convey information about Buddy Bolden" (7). Her statement is correct only if

we accept the notion that only historians, using historians' methods of marshalling

facts, should write biography. Jacobs' made this argument only after reading In

Search of Buddy Bolden: First Man of Jazz, by Donald Marquis, a biography

published in 1978, two years after the publication date of Coming Through Slaughter.

Ondaatje, of course, never makes the claim that he is writing historical biography. Ina

Ferris, in "Michael Ondaatje and the Turn to Narrative," says only this about the

"Acknowledgements" and Ondaatje's claim to have "expanded or polished [some

factsl to suit the truth of fiction":

Ondaatje is, of course, obliged to include such pages, but he also exploits

directly the disruptive potential of including this non-fiction convention in an
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apparent fiction, its inherent power to unsettle reading by making the reader

wonder what in the book is fiction, what is fact, and what difference does it

make. (75)

And, finally, Lorraine York has examined the use of photography in Ondaatje's

writing (see page 19 of this essay), but none of the three critics cited above has

written on the relationship between Ondaatje's specific source texts and the novel

itself. Yet it is these relationships which make it possible for me to argue the

relevance of jazz techniques in reaching a deeper appreciation of Ondaatje's work.

Coming Through Slaughter is rooted in historical fact. Any social or cultural

historian familiar with New Orleans at the beginning of this century and armed with

the source texts listed by Ondaatje could have written a straightforwa¡d "standard"

history of Buddy Bolden and his times. Yet Ondaatje chose not to write this

"standard" version. Like the jazz musician confronted by the "standard" lrcpular piece

of music, he undertook to (re)produce something that was much more his own

creation. The facts set out in the historical sources, like the notes set out in the

"standard" music, are too limiting in themselves to suit Ondaatje's purpose. To arrive

at what he calls "the truth of fiction," Ondaade has turned to ways which can be

likened to the methods of the jazz musician, namely swing, improvisation, and

syncopation.

Swing, improvisation, and syncopation, as we have seen, are all techniques that

explore and expand the obvious and the limited qualities of a standard tune in

surprising ways. With Ondaatje, they also become techniques to explore and expand,
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also in surprising ways, the limited collections of disconnected facts about a New

Orleans cornet player, the flust man ever to play jæz (Jæz Masters 3; Jazzmen 1.;

Storyville 107).
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' Ondaatje, Michael, Coming Through Slaughter, (foronto: General Publishing

Co. Limited, 1976) 158. References to this work will hereafter be incorporated in the

text.

2 Linda Hutcheon points out that neven Stanley Fish agrees that we cannot

understand a text independently of intention, that is, of the 'assumption that one is

dealing with marks or sounds produced by an intentional being, a being situated in

some enterprise in relation to which he has a purpose or a point of view"' (qtd. in A

Theory of Parody, 87).

3 Hutcheon looks at the problems with the theories of Julia Kristeva, Harold

Bloom, Gerard Genette, Michael Riffaterre, Barthes, and the French formalists Jean

Richardou and Michel Foucault, who, she argues, killed off the "romantic" author in

the name of "originality" ('Literary Borrowing...and Stealing," 232-234).

o As Bakhtin points out, "novelistic discourse has a lengthy prehistory . . . going

back thousands of years. It was formed and matu¡ed in the genres of familia¡ speech

found in conversational folk languages . . . and also in certain folkloric and low

literary genres. . . . In essence this discourse always developed on the boundary line

between cultures and languages. " Bakhtin go€s on to say that "in the prehistory of

novelistic discourse one may observe many extremely heterogeneous factors . " and

that "[p]olyglossia and the interanimntion of langw¿ges associated with it elevated

these forms [of representing language] to a new artistic and ideological level, which

Notes
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madepossib1ethegenreofthenove1''@'50-51).Jazzmusic

develops from a similar sort of interanimation of styles of music. Born in "mixed and

tolerant" city of New Orleans, jazz music has evolved on Bakhtin's "boundary line

between cultures and languages. "

' In researching jazz music I found that New Grove Dictionary of Jazz offered

the most thorough and precise explanation of terminology and techniques. While I

have taken into consideration explanations from other jazz texts, I have drawn heavily

on the New Grove Dictionary of Jazz for most of the jazz background and definitions

in this paper.

6In Jazz Styles Mark Gridley makes a similar point. Here he warns

do not let the emphasis on improvisation lead you to think small jazz groups are

without Íurangements. Even before the wide-scale use of written arrangements

began with the big bands, such early figures as Jelly Roll Morton provided

written arrangements for their men. And in bands not using written

¿rrrangements, many passages were agreed upon in advance. Introductions and

endings were occasionally rehearsed, memorizedo and used again and again. (14)

? In Coming Through Slaughter Ondaatje's Nora had been a prostitute before she

met and married Bolden. We learn that

since the death of Mr Bass all her [Mrs Bass's] daughters had slipped

successively into the red light district. Bolden in fact had slept with each of

Nora's sisters in his time. Now he was formally mar¡ied to one of them. (25)

The fight occurred when Pickett, who had been Nora's pimp, goaded Bolden with
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stories about her past: Pickett telling V/ebb "I started to heckle him about Nora and

me" (72).

' Since Ondaatje has gone to the trouble of setting this sentence off in his text, I

believe that he would have included that sou¡ce in his "Acknowledgements" if it was

in fact borrowed. If this sentence is taken from an uncited source-*in other words,

plagiarized--I have to wonder why Ondaatje bothered to set it off from the text,

especially when there is appropriated material within Coming Through Slaughter that

can easily be traced back to his cited sources. Had Ondaatje been trying to avoid the

charge of "plagiarism," he would have either omitted his "Acknowledgements" or

marked properly those passages in Coming Through Slaughter that can be traced back

to his sources. I believe there is something peculiar occurring here, since Ondaatje

has gone out of his way to mark this sentence as quoted material, yet it cannot be

found in his cited sources.
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